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The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft at a Glance

The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft undertakes applied research of direct utility 
to private and public enterprise and of wide benefit to society. 

24,000 staff

More than 70%
is derived from contracts 
with industry and from 
publicly financed research 
projects.

Almost 30%
is contributed by the 
German federal and 
Länder Governments.
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€1.8 
billion

Major infrastructure capital 
expenditure and defense 
research
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n >10 Mio €
n 8-10 Mio €
n 6-8 Mio €
n 4-6 Mio €
n 2-4 Mio €
n 1-2 Mio €
n 0,5-1 Mio €

91,9 Mio €
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Universities 
perform excellent 

scientific research

Research 
cycle

Innovation 
cycleRTOs bridge the 

innovation gap with 
technological R&D

Innovative
companies create

new products

Intensive exchange with society

Societal challenge as future markets - being ready for global competition

Fraunhofer’s position in the German Innovation System 

n close cooperation with 
universities, every Institutes 
Director is also Professor at 
this University 

n close cooperation with Max-
Planck-Institutes

n collaboration with 
international centers of 
excellence

n professional R&D 
services to industry 

n demand driven research 
combined with scientific 
excellence

n autonomy of institutes 
combined with simple 
corporate rules

n working in networks

n research services for SME as 
well as industry (~50/50)

n Research services for high-tech 
companies (>3,5 % R&D) as 
well as non R&D- intensive 
companies  (0-3,5%)*

n Close affiliation with industry 
through Fraunhofer advisory 
boards

* euqally important factor in national innovation avtivity;
see O. Som (Fraunhofer ISI): Innovation without R&D, Springer 2012
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n ICT
n Life Sciences
n Light & Surfaces
n Microelectronics

Institutes working in related subject areas cooperate in Fraunhofer Groups and foster a 
joint presence on the R&D market. They help to define the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft’s
business policy and act to implement the organizational and funding principles of the 
Fraunhofer model.

n Production
n Materials and Components –

MATERIALS
n Defense and Security VVS

Pooling expertise
Fraunhofer Groups
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Industry 4.0  - Digital Agenda

‚Administration in the cloud‘

n More and more companies are shifting their data, 
applications and networks to external server farms

n Cloud computing also offers benefits to the public 
sector 

n Fraunhofer institutes are developing solutions to 
create such systems efficiently and to implement 
security concepts

Ø eGovernment laboratory of the Fraunhofer Institute for 
Open Communication Systems FOKUS

Ø Cloud Computing Test Laboratory of the Fraunhofer
Research Institution for Applied and Integrated 
Security AISEC
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“Fraunhofer lines”

Open Source
n Open source is a way of working
n Fraunhofer engages with many different open source communities, in a 

variety of  ways
n In relation to ETSI standards and deliverable, the role of open source needs 

to be clearly defined in each instance, prior to any use of open source. 
n The role of open source for the purposes of this discussion: will be limited to 

a standards implementation role, and is an option for standards 
implementation.

n Method of engagement: minimum terms:
n ETSI IPR Policy prevails; 
n Patent rights are preserved.
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Working for the future.


